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INEFFICIENT VIDEO DISTRIBUTION IS COSTING
AGENCIES AND PUBLISHERS MONEY
The growth of programmatic trading has seen the buying and selling of ads become largely
automated and it’s even possible to automate large swathes of the creative process too.
But once the ads are created, the seemingly simple task of managing video ﬁles and
transferring them between creative agencies, media agencies and publishers/broadcasters
continues to be a major hassle for many in the industry, and it continues to be a very
manual, time consuming, and error prone process.
VideoWeek Pulse carried out a survey of 101 agencies, publishers and broadcasters to ﬁnd
out what their experiences were with creative asset management.

MAKING CHANGES COSTS VALUABLE TIME
Both agencies and publishers reported that the simple act of making changes to a piece of
creative reset the distribution of creatives to the beginning of the process.
So, for example, if a publisher is dealing with a media agency and the ﬁle doesn’t work, they
have to tell the media agency, who then go back to the creative agency, who then have to
return a new version of the ﬁle to the media agency, who then has to go back to the
publisher. All of which hinges on the response times and availability of the people involved.
No less than 63 percent of publishers and 51 percent of agencies said making changes to
a piece of creative reset the entire distribution process to the start.

VIDEOWEEK PULSE PUBLISHER FILE MANAGEMENT SURVEY
How often has a campaign been delayed due to ineﬃcient
digital ad video delivery?
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FILE TRANSFERS CONTINUE TO BE AN ISSUE
Even tasks as basic as uploading, downloading, or viewing video ﬁles are still plagued
by common technical hitches, adding small frustrations and delays for both agencies
and publishers.
Thirty-seven percent of publishers reported issues with downloading or viewing a video
ﬁle a few times a week, while 27 percent of agencies reported having these problems a
few times a week.

INEFFICIENT DELIVERY CAUSES FREQUENT DELAYS
Ineﬃcient delivery of creatives is causing frequent delays to campaigns for publishers
which has a knock-on effect on revenue. Forty-two percent of publishers say they
experience delays when it comes to receiving creatives ‘a few times a week”.

POOR QUALITY DELIVERY IS THE MOST COMMON PROBLEM
For both agencies and publishers, 35 percent of respondents say poor quality of
delivery is the most frequent issue they experience with digital video ad delivery. Assets
not getting delivered and having to be re-sent is also a common problem, with 35
percent of publishers and 29 percent of agencies saying it’s their biggest nuisance.

AGENCY FILE MANAGEMENT SURVEY
What are the different digital video ad delivery issues you experience?
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